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Abstract
Now,concerning the modelling activity, in the soccer
competitionexampleit couldbe beneficial to learn the other
Thispaperpresentsrecent results of our experimental
teams’ strategy in order to exploit their weaknesses.Of
workin quantifying
exactlyhowusefulis buildingmodcourse, in this soccer exampleit is not interesting for one
els aboutother agentsusingno morethan the observaplayer to modelits team mates, as all the players in one
tion of others’ behavior.Thetestbed weused in our
team are normally designed by the sameprogrammers.Inexperiments
is an abstractionof the meeting
scheduling
deed, goodreal soccer teamsimproveas the different playproblem,called the MeetingSchedulingGame,which
ers get used to their mates’ styles and reactions. Wesee a
has competitiveas well as cooperativefeatures. The
agentsare selfish, anduse a rational decisiontheobroad spectrum ranging from purely competitive situation
retic approachbasedon the probabilisticmodelsthat
(like zero-sumgames), in one extreme, to purely cooperathe agent is learning. Weviewagent modelingas an
tive situations whereeverybodygets benefits froma better
iterative and gradualprocess, whereeverynewpiece
performance,in the other extreme;there are of course many
of informationabouta particularagentis analyzedin
intermediatesituations. In this work,weinvestigate such an
sucha waythat the modelof the agentis furtherrefined.
intermediatescenario, wherethere are individualistic as well
Wepresent our Bayesian-modeler
agentwhichupdates
as collectiveissues.
his modelsaboutthe others using a Bayesianupdating
Research on modelingother agents has been approached
mechanism.Wepropose a frameworkfor measuring
from different perspectives. Carmel and Markovitch
the performance
of different modellingstrategies and
establishquantifiedlowerandupperlimits for the per(Carmel&Markovitch1996), for example, have presented
formance
of anymodeling
strategy.Finally, wecontrast
an heuristic algorithm to infer a modelof the opponent’s
the performances
of a modelerfroman individual and
strategy, represented as a Deterministic Finite Automaton
froma collectivepointof view,comparing
the benefits
(DFA),from its input/output behavior. The work of Mor
for the modeler
itself as wellas for the groupas a whole.
et al (Mor, Goldman,&Rosensehein1996) also sees agent
strategies as DFA,showingthat a class of automatacan be
learned in polynomialtime. Anotherinteresting workon opIntroduction
ponent modelinghas been presented by Sen and Arora (Sen
Several approachesin the field of multiagentsystems(MAS)
&Arora 1997) whopropose a schemefor learning opponent
(Durfee 1991; Wooldridge& Jennings 1995) makeheavy
action probabilities and a maximum
expectedutility strategy
use of beliefs as an internal modelof the world (Bratman
for exploiting weakeropponents.
1987)Oneformof belief of particular importancein multiTambeet al O’ambe& Rosenbloom1996) have proposed
agent systemsare the agent’s beliefs about other agents (Vian approachfor tracking reeursive agent modelsbased on a
dal &Durfee1997b). This kind of belief could comefrom
plan recognition task. Gmytrasiewicz(Gmytrasiewicz1996)
preexisting knowledge
base (a kind of"prejudice"), or could
has presented the Reeursive Modeling Method (RMM)
be inferred fromobservingothers’ behavior.
whichuses nested modelsof other agents, combininggameThepurpuseof a modellingactivity could be to benefit a
theoretic and decision-theoretic mechanisms.Suryadi and
specific agent, in the case of "selfish" agents, or to improve
Gmytrasiewicz(Suryadi & Gmytrasiewicz1999) have prothe performance
of a groupas a whole,in the case of cooperposed the use of influence diagrams for learning models
ative agents -or evena combination
of both. In real life there
about other agents. Vidal and Durfee(Vidal &Durfee1996)
are manysituations wherecooperation and competitionare
have developedan algorithm in order to see which of the
present simultaneously.Collective sports are a goodexamnested modelsare importantto choosein an effective manple, and for automatedagents, wehavesimulatedsports like
ner. Theseauthors have also presented a frameworkfor dethe Robocupautomatedsoccer competition (Stone, Veloso,
terminingthe complexitiesof learning nested models(Vidal
&Riley 1999).
&Duffee 1997a).
Copyright
(~) 2002,American
Associationfor Artificial IntelliIn the robotic soccer domainthere havebeenother related
gence(www.aaai.org).
All rights reserved.
papers. For instance: mechanisms
for learning partners and
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competitors’skills as ratios of effectiveness (Nadella&Sen
1997) and the use of Hidden MarkovModelsto recognize
strategic behaviors(Hart &Veloso1999).
Weview agent modelingas an iterative and gradual process, whereevery newpiece of informationabout a particular agent is analyzed in such a waythat the modelof the
agent is further refined, using a Bayesianupdatingmechanism. There have been other papers sharing this view, for
instance: Gmytrasiewiczet al (Gmytrasiewicz,Nob,&Kellogg 1998) have proposeda frameworkfor Bayesian updating of agent modelswithin the formalismof the RMM;
Zeng
and Sycara (Zeng &Sycara 1998) have presented an experimental research wherea buyer modelsthe supplier under
a Bayesianrepresentation in Bazaar, a sequential decision
makingmodelof negotiation,
In this particular research, weare interested in evaluating, in an experimentalway, the advantagean agent can obtain by building modelsabout the others’ roles and strategies. Thisadvantage
is, in the first place, takenfroma "selfish" or individualistic point of view. Later on, wecomplementedthis research with an analysis of the collective benefits (or damages)resulting from a modellingactivity.
(Garrido, Brena, &Sycara 1998) we presented our experimental frameworkand reported preliminary experimentsusing somenon-modeling
strategies. In this paper, we present
our experimentalresearch in exploringa range of strategies
fromleast- to most-informed
in order to evaluate the upperand lower-limits of the modeleragent performance.Later
on, we discuss the benefits that could be drawnfrom the
modellingactivity froma collective point of view.
In the followingsections, wefirst reviewour experimental
framework.Wepresent the basic non-modelingand modeling strategies. Then,we present our experimentalscenarios
and discuss the results wehaveobtained.Finally, wepresent
the conclusionsof this paper.
Experimental
Framework
Wehave implementedthe Meeting Scheduling Game( MSG
(Garrido &Brena1998) as our experimental testbed which
models somecharacteristics of the distributed meeting
scheduling problem.Our mainconcerns creating this test
bed were:to allow self-interested as well as cooperativebeharlot, showor hide players’ private information,and define
different players’roles and strategies.
In this game,a groupof agents try to arrangea meetingin
such a waythat certain meetingslot is available for as many
as possible players. So that each player tries to arrange a
meetingat a convenientand free timeslot with an acceptable
utility for him.
Eachplayer’s role is definedby a preferenceprofile which
is codedas a calendarslot utility function, rankingeachslot
fromthe mostpreferable slot to the least preferable one. We
havedefnedseveral agent roles. For example,the following
are somebasic and familiar agent roles:
TheEarly-Rising.It prefers the early hours of the day.
The Night-Owl.It prefers the meetingsto be scheduledas
late as possible.
The Medium.It prefers the meetings to be aroundnoon.
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TheExtreme.It prefers to havemeetingsearly in the morning or late in the afternoon.
Figure I showsexamplesof tbese roles with four arbitrary
eight-slots calendars.

Figure1: Fourbasic agent roles witheight-slots calendars.
Blackbars represent arbitrary busyslots.
Player’s strategies are rules that tell themwhatactions
to chooseat each decision point. Strategies can take into
accountonly the ownplayer’s preferenceprofile or they can
evenuse modelsabout the others. In the subsequentsections
wewill defineseveral different strategies.
Since a combination of a role and a strategy defines a player’s preferences and behavior, the conjunction
role/strategy of a player is seen as his personality in the
MSG.
Eachplayer proposesa slot taken from his owncalendar
composedof a workingday with eight hours. Eachplayer’s
calendaris set at a specific calendardensity whichis the proportion of busyhours in the calendar. Thegoal of a player
in the MSG
is to accumulatemorepoints than his competitors in the game.A gameconsists of a predefinednumberof
roundsand each player tries to accumulatepoints after each
round.
Thereis a referee whoensuresthat all the playersobeythe
rules of the game.He is also responsible for accumulating
points for each agent after each roundin an individual point
counter for each player throughthe wholegame.
After each round, each player’s calendar is randomlyreset, scramblingfree and busy slots, maintainingthe same
predefinedcalendardensity. Then,another roundis started
and the process is repeated until the predefinednumberof
rounds is accomplished.Note that this implies we are not
really "schedulling"any meetings,as the winningslots does
not stand froma roundto the next.
In each round, every player simultaneously proposes a
slot accordingbasically to his ownindividual strategy and
role. However,
the players’ proposalsare not completelydeterminedby their ownpersonalities because someslots can
be busyin their calendars. In the first round, each player
randomlyproposes an available slot. Theseinitial random
proposals are neededas a "bootstrap" for the collaborative
strategy definedin the followingsection. Theother strategies are not affected by this initial round,since this is the
only round where nobodyaccumulatepoints.
After all the players maketheir proposals, several teams
are formed.Eachteam is composedof all those players who

proposedthe samecalendarslot. Then,each teamjoint utility is calculated, summing
up all the teammembers’calendarutilities:
TJU(t) = ~ Urn(st)
VmEt

Here,t is a team,mis a member
of the team,st is the slot
proposedby members
in t, U,~is the slot utility of member
m. Finally, the round is wonby the team whichaccumulates
the greatestteamjoint utility.
Oncethe winning team is selected, each agent earns
points accordingto the followingpredefinedscoring procedure: all the players outside the winningteam accumulate
zero points for that round and each agent a in the winning
team t accumulateshis ownslot utility plus the teamjoint
utility:
a, Cs) = TJU(t) + U,(st)
The purposeof this mixedprocedureis to promotea balance
betweenselfish and collaborativeattitudes. Finally, the winner of the wholegameis whogets the highest accumulated
points at the endof the last round.
Basically, this gameis a competitive one, since each
player’s goal is to accumulatemorepoints than his competitors overa series of independentmeetings(i.e. rounds).
However,each player needs to collaborate by joining in a
team that will eventually makehimwin. Furthermore,sometimes somemeetings agreementsare more convenient than
others froma collective point of view,in the sense that the
collective utility is greater, but that cannot be necessarily
true fromthe individual point of viewof someplayers.
Althoughthis gameis based on the general distributed
meetingscheduling problem, it resemblesonly someof its
characteristics.

Basic strategies
Weset a framework
for characterizingall the possiblestrategies in the MSG,
ranging from a least-informedto the mostinformedone. This allows us to place every given strategy
in a frameworkwhereit can be better comparedto others,
and in particular to place modeUing
strategies in context.
Thelower and upper limits of our frameworkare given by
the followingstrategies:
Indifferent Strategy: Anagent using this strategy chooses
his next proposal amonghis action set using an uniform
(equiprobable)distribution.
Oracle Strategy: Anagent using this strategy can see in
advancethe others’ next movebecausehe knowsthe other
agents’calendars, roles andstrategies. For eachfree slot
s in his calendar, he calculates his possible gain Go(s),
if he proposedthat slot. Then, he finds the agent mwho
wouldearn the maximum
gain G,n(s) amongthe rest of
the players, if he proposedthat slot. Then,he calculates
the utility of each slot s as his gain with respect to the
profit of agent m:

u(s) = Go(S)- C,~(~)
After checkingall his free slots, he proposesthe slot with
the highest utility: axg maxaU(s).
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Anindifferent agent does not take into accountany informationabout the other agents. He does not even take into
consideration his ownpreferences. However,he must proposea free slot in his calendar,as mustdo all the other strategies as well. This strategy is consideredas the lowerlimit
for every"reasonable"strategy, since a strategy performing
worsethan the randomis hardly worthconsidering.
Anoracle agent knowsthe roles and strategies of the
other agents(i.e. he has the correctmodelsaboutthe others).
Furthermore,he even knowsthe others’ calendars. So that
an oracle agent is able to see in advancethe others’ moves
and then he just choosesto proposethe slot that maximizes
his utility in each round of the game.Althoughan oracle
agent has the best chancesof winningeach round,he can not
alwayswin! This is because of his randomcalendar availability, accordingto the fixed calendardensity.
In order to have additional points of reference, wehave
also definedthe followingtwoheuristic strategies:
Self-Centered Strategy: This strategy tells the agent alwaysto choosethe free slot whichjust maximizes
his own
calendarslot utility.
Collaborative Strategy: Using this strategy, the agent
chooses the free slot that was proposed by the biggest
team (greatest numberof members)at the previous round.
In case of ties, the agent ranks themaccordingto his own
calendarslot utility.
Thesestrategies weremotivatedby the observationof real
humanbeings playing the MSG.A self-centered agent does
not considerinformationaboutthe other agents but he takes
into accounthis role. A collaborativeagent also takes into
account the agent’s ownrole. However,it also takes into
consideration informationabout the previous round, trying
to join in the biggestobservedteam.

Modelingstrategies
Let us first introduce our term modelabout another agent.
Wejust see it as a vector whichrecordsa probabilitydistribution of the actual character of the modeledagent. In the
context of the MSG,each agent has two basic modelsabout
eachother agent a. Thefirst one is the role model:
def
~*a = (rl

....

,rn)

Whereeachrl is the probability that agent a has the particular role i and n is the amountof different predefined
roles. Thenotationra(i) refers to the probability rl of role
i. The secondmodelused in the MSG
is the strategy model:
~, d.__f(st,.
..,sm)
Where
eachsiistheprobability
thatagent
a hasstrategy
i andm istheamount
ofdifferent
predefined
strategies.
The
notation
s,~(i)
refers
totheprobability
s~ofstrategy
Sincewe areassuming
independence
between
rolesand
strategies
intheMSG(section),
itiseasytoconstruct
newcombined
model
foreachother
agent:
thepersonality
model.
Thismodel
isjusta two-dimensional
matrix,
r’s,,
where
eachelement
rss(i,
j)isjustcalculated
asfollows:

rs.(i,j) = r=(Os.(j)
Now,let us define an decision-theoreticstrategy that take
explicit advantageof knowingthe others’ models:
Semi-MedelerStrategy: This strategy tells the agent to
choose the slot which maximizeshis expected utility
basedon predefinedfixed modelsabout the other agents.
It is assumedthat a semi-modeler agent already have
modelsaboutthe others and his strategy just uses these probabilistic modelsto choosethe action that maximizes
his expected utility. The modelsare given to the semi-modeler
agent at the beginningof the gameand they never change
during all the game.It is also importantto note that the
given modelsare not necessarily correct modelsabout the
others.
Thedetailed semi-modeler’s
strategy is as follows:
For
each
other
agent
a,
generatehis personal1.
ity modelr~, and generatea set Oall the possible opponentscanariosthat the semi-modeler
could face. Eachpossible opponentscenario
o e O is just a possible particular combination
of the possiblepersonalitiesof the otheragents.
2. For each o e O:
(a) Assumingthat this possible opponentscenario
o represents the actual personalities of the
other agents, run the oracle strategy in order
to get the bestslot so, andits utility U(so),
proposeunder this assumption.Let us call r
the outcomedue to the action of choosingslot
SO,

(b) Calculate the probability P(rlSo) which is indeedequal to the probability of this possible
scenario o: just the product of the probabilities in t-’s, corresponding
to eachagenta’s personality involved in this opponentscenarioo.
Onthe other hand,the utility of this outcome,
U(r), is precisely the utility U(so)that was
tained in the previousstep.
(c) In order to incrementallyget the expectedutility of So:

EU(so)= P(nlso)U(r,)
i

Calculate the product P(rJso)U(r) and accumulateit to previousproductsin other previous
possible scenarioswherethe slot So had been
chosen.
3. Propose the slot s,, with maximum
expected
utility: axg max,°EU(soto)
In order to build a modeleragent, modelconstruction
is required. Let us define a modelerstrategy that uses an
Bayesianupdating mechanism
in order to build the others’
modelsin an incrementaland iterative way:
Bayesian-ModelerStrategy: Anagent using this strategy
incrementally builds modelsabout the others using a
Bayesianbelief updatingapproachand choosesthe action
whichmaximizeshis expected utility:
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A Bayesian-modeleragent does not have any information
about the others. However,as stated in section, the set of
predefinedroles and strategies are public knowledge.At the
beginning, the modeleragent can behaveas a semi-modeler
agent with equiprobablemodelsabout the others. That is,
with no other knowledge
about the others, it is reasonableto
start with equiprobableprobability distributions of the possible traits about the others. Then, the modeleragent can
start to updatethose modelsbasedon the others’ behavior.
This agent builds modelsabout the other agents in an
incrementaland iterative way,updating those modelsafter
each round during the wholegame.All the probabilities of
each modelare incrementally updated, trying to reach the
actual character of the agent being modeled.
Thedetailed Bayesian-modeler
strategy is as follows:
1. At the first round, start with equiprobablemodels aboutthe others, run the semi-modeler
strategy, andproposethe resulting slot.
2. At the next round,for eachother agenta:
(a) Observewhat was the a’s proposal, s=, in
the previous round and updatea’s personality
model, r"s,, using a Bayesianupdating mechanism to obtain the correspondingposterior
probabilities of the a’s personality, pero(i,j),
giventhat a proposed
slot s,,, pro=(s=),in the
previous round:
rs=(i,j) = P(pera(i,j)lproa(s°)
)
the updateda’s personality model
(b) Decompose
in order to build two newseparatedrole and
strategy models.That is, updateeach element
in ~’,= andg°:

w

3. Using the new updated modelsabout the others, run the semi-modelerstrategy and propose
the slot s,, with the maximum
expectedutility.
4. If it wasthe last round,the game
is over. Otherwisego to step 2.
The model-updating mechanismis based on the well
knownBayes’rule. Thesimplest formof this rule is in the
case of booleanrandomvariables:
P(BIA ) = P(AIB)P(B)
P(A)
WhereA and B are randomvariables with boolean domain. Bayes’rule provides us a wayof calculating a posterior probability basedon knownprior probabilities and a
conditional probability. Frombasic probability axiomsand
algebrais it easyto seethat:
P(A)
= P(AIB)P(B) + P(AI-B)P(-~B
)
Combining
the twolast equations and taking into account
multi-valued randomvariables we can get a moregeneral

formof Bayes’rule. Let us rewrite it using the probability
P notation:
p(ylx)

P( XIY)P(Y)
Ev~ev P(XIY)P(Y)
Here,P denotesprobabilitydistributions and this last formulaactually denotesa set of equationsrelating individual
entries in the probability distributions (it doesnot denote
matrixor vector multiplications).
In the case of our Bayesian-modeleragent, we indeed
have multi-valued randomvariables: the personality models. In fact, a personality modelFs represents a probability
distribution of personalities. So that the probabilitythat an
agent a has the personality resulting fromcombiningrole i
andstrategy j, P(pera(i, j)), is preciselythe valuersa (i, j)
in matrix r~,, and the equation used to update each personality model(step 2.1) can be rewritten as follows:
P(pro.(sa)lper~
( i, j) z,
)P(per.(

rs.Ci,j) = ~v=~v~P(Pr°~Csa)Iper-( y))P(per~(x,

The prior probabilities P(per~(i,j)) taken fromthe
last recordedvalue rsa(i,j) in matrix r"sa. Onthe other
hand, the conditional probabilities P(proa(sa)]per~(i,j))
can be calculated from the knowncalendar density and the
knownagent behaviordue to the personality pero(i, j).
Let us see a simpleexamplein order to see howthis conditional probabilities can be calculated. Supposeyou have
an agent a whichis being conside/edto have the personality resulting of combining
the early-rising role and the selfcentered strategy (i.e. per~(early, self)). Now,suppose
that the calendar density has been predefinedand is equal
to 0.5. Furthermore,supposealso that we have eight-slots
calendarsfrom slot So to sz. In this case, the conditional
probabilitiesfor eachslot si, for i = 0, ..., 7, giventhis personality are:
P(proa(s,)Iper.(early,
self))
= i+l
1/2
It is easyto see that the conditionalprobabilityof choosing slot so given per~(early, self) is 1/2 (because this
valueis preciselythe calendardensityand it is the mostpreferred slot of a early-rising agent), the probabilityof choosing slot sl is 1/22 (the probabilitythat the first slot is busy
and the secondone is free), the probability of choosingslot
s2 is 1/23, and so forth.
Thus, going back to step 2.1, the Bayesian-modeleris
able to get all the posterior probabilities fromthe calculated
conditionalprobabilities and the knownprior probabilities.
Then, this Fs matrix is updated with these newprobabilities in orderto be usedas prior probabilitiesin the following
round.

Experimental results
Here, what wecall an experimentis a series of gameswith
the samecharacteristics and groupsof different and related
experimentsare called experimental scenarios. At the beginningof eachgame,all the agents are initialized withrandomroles taken froma set of two oppositeroles (the earlyrising and night-owlroles presentedin section ) and eightslots calendarswith the calendar density fixed at 50%.All
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the gamesare composed
of ten rounds (the fourth and fifth
experimentalscenarios are the exceptions). Alsoin all these
experiments,werun three agents (the exceptionis the second experimental scenario). Furthermore, whenwe run
Bayesian-modeleragent, he is alwayslearning the models
about the others and playing the gameat the sametime.
Wehave set up series of gamesin order to measurehow
agent performanceis affected by different strategies. Once
a gameis completed,we call it a "success", if the strategy
underconsiderationwins. Otherwiseit is considereda "failure". Our experiments are composedof 500 independent
gamesand we have calculated that the results obtained in
these experimentshas a 95%confidenceof getting an error
not greater than about0.05. In all tables presentedhere, we
showthe performanceof each strategy as the percentageof
SUCCESS.

Thegoal of the first scenario is to comparethe performanceof the non-modelingstrategies discussed in section
¯ Thus, werun here an indifferent agent first against selfcentered agents, then against a collaborative ones, and finally against both:

~ml

Scenm’io

Experimeat1.1
Experiment1.2
Exlmiment 1.3

I

StraUss

ExpeHmm’.
7.59%
18,15%
3.86%

Self-Centered ~ Collaborative
B
92.41%
80.59%

81.85%
15.45%

As expected, the performanceof the indifferent strategy
is alwaysthe worst, giving us a lower-limit performanceto
compareother reasonablestrategies. Weintuitively thought
that the performanceof the collaborative agents should be
better becausethey can team each other. However,as wecan
see, in the first twoexperiments,the self-centered strategy
appears to be better than the collaborative one against the
indifferent agent¯ In the last, experiment,wecan see that the
self-centered strategy clearly outperformsthe collaborative
one, whilethe indifferent’s performance
is very low.
As it is shownelsewhere (Garrido, Brena, & Sycara
1998), whenincrementing the numberof agents, the coilaborative’s performanceincreases, outperformingthe selfcentered.
Thegoal of the secondexperimentalscenario is to characterize the performance
of the oracle and modelingstrategies
presented in section. Here we run four experimentswith
a self-centered agent, a collaborative one, and we vary the
strategy of the third agent in eachexperiment.In the first experimentwe run an oracle agent whohas the correct models
about the others. In the secondone, we run a semi-modeler
agent whouses fixed equiprobablemodels. In the third experiment, we again run a semi-modeleragent but nowwith
fixed opposite modelsabout the others¯ In the last one, we
finally run a Bayesian-modelerwhois learning the models
and playing at the sametime during the ten rounds of each
game:

Exlx~l
Ezp
2.1
2.2

2.~

Sa~m~

Performance

Z

su.~

~ Bayalan-MedeJer

M~e~g

Self-Centered ] Collaborative
20.58%
33.13%
51.96%

10.88%
11.31%
20.19%

Con’ec(
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l.--.(.
..................................
"" Omllilpmblble
"\~’"
Semi-Modeler

68.54%
55.56%
27.85%

60%
m+ 1"""

~ 1..........................................+
1o¯ [ ............................................

I 2-4 I 3o.31%I 7.67% I 62"m%
I
In the first experiment,weget the empiricalupper-limit
performance
given by the oracle strategy. Onthe other hand,
running a semi-modelerwith the incorrect fixed opposite
models, we expect to have a lower-limit performance. We
can see, in the third experiment,that this limit is indeedso
low, being eventhe self-centered strategy the winner. The
second experiment, showsa new more refined lower-limit
performance,given by a semi-modelerwith fixed equiprobable models. So that, our expectations for a goodmodeler
performanceis to get a performancesomewhere
betweenthe
upper-limitgiven by the oracle and the lower-limit given by
the semi-modelerwith fixed equiprobable models. As we
can see, our expectationswereconfirmedin the last experiment.
The goal of the third scenario is to evaluate the performanceof the Bayesian-modeler,varying the numberof
rounds neededto learn the modelsabout the others in each
experiment:
Expedmeml
Setmn~S
Strategies
Egp #Retards Self-Centered I Collaborative
]
3.1
1
40.21%
15.90~
3.2
3
35.60%
16.75%
33.40%
14.63%
3.3
5
3.4
7
29.92%
12.35%
3.5
9
29.02%
9.41%
3.6
11
25.15%
10.40~
3.7
13
25.61%
8.86%
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] Modeler
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Figure 2: Graphical summary
of the Bayesian-modeler
strategy performance.
tivity. In this paragraphsweexaminehowthe group’sutility
is affected by a modellingactivity carried out by one of the
agents in the group.
In this scenariowe had 3 agents, one self-interested, one
collaborative, and the third whichis the modeller. Actually weused, instead of the Bayesianmodelleritself, the
twoextremecases of it, whichare the oracle (representing
a case whenthe modeUerhas learned correct models), and
the semi-modeller,with equiprobablemodels(representing
a case whenthe modelleris aboutto start learning, thus cancelling the modellingactivity).
Weran two experiments, each one of 500 gameswith I0
roundseach. In themwe measuredthe grouputility by simply addingthe utilities of the groupmembers.
In the first experiment,with the oracle, the groupjoint
utility was333.292.
In the second experiment, with the semi-modelerwith
equiprobablemodels,the joint utility was 326.912.
Wecan see that the group performancewas not, in this
case, very muchaffected by the modellingactivity.
Conclusions

In the first experiment,we can observehowthe Bayesianmodelerperformanceis very lowafter the first roundbut it
is not as bad as the semi-modelerwith fixed oppositemodels
(previousscenario). Lookingat the results of all the experiments, it is also clear howhis performanceimprovesas the
numberof rounds increases. As we can see, after eleven or
thirteen roundsthe performance
is indeedalready very close
to the oracle performance.
In figure 2, we showa summaryof the Bayesian-modeler
performance.Here, we can directly comparethe different
performanceswehave obtainedwith the indifferent, oracle,
semi-modeler,and Bayesian-modelerstrategies whenplaying against the self-centered and collaborative ones. As we
can observe in gameswith only one round, the Bayesianmodelerstrategy performancestarts with a performancebetweenthe limits of the semi-modelerstrategies using fixed
opposite and equiprobable models. This performance increases when we increase the numberof rounds in the
games,trying to reach upper-limitgiven by the oracle strategy.
The group perspective
So far the modeller performancehas beenmeasuredin terms
of the individualisticutility it obtainsfromthe modellingac-
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Wepresented our Bayesian-modeleragent which is capable
of building probabilistic modelsof its competitorsin an incremental and iterative way. The modelingmechanism
used
by the Bayesian-modeler
has two maincharacteristics:
¯ The decision-theoretic approachchoosesthe rational decision at each round of the gamemaximizingthe modeler’s utility with respect to the gain of the mostdangerous opponent.
¯ The Bayesian updating mechanismis capable of building
modelsabout the others in an iterative and incremental
wayafter each round.
Wehaveuseda collection of referencepoints for the characterization of the modeleragent’s performance.Theindifferent and oracle strategies providethe extremesof the spectrum, ranging from least- to most-informedstrategies. We
have also obtained other more refined performancelimits
given by the semi-modelerstrategy with fixed opposite and
equiprobable models. Our experimental results have shown
howthe Bayesian-modelerstrategy performanceis indeed
better than the empiricallower-limits wehaveobtainedand,
in fact, we have also observed howthis performanceincrease as the numberof rounds increases. Our experiments

havealso shownthat after thirteen roundsthe modelerperformanceis really close to the oracle one.
Our experimentsalso showedthat, thoughthe individuallistic performance
is greatly raised, the grouputility is not
really affected by the modellingactivity of one of its members. Of course, having just one modellercould not be as
effective as if each member
of the groupis a modeller,but in
this case we wouldneedto recursively modelthe other modellers, using methodslike RMM
(Gmytrasiewicz& Durfee
1995). Thoughthis is in principle possible, the computational complexityof the simulations wouldbe increased far
too much,evenfor off-line simulationslike ours.
Weconjecture that our Bayesian modelling methodsare
optimal with respect to the use of the available information. This meansthat no other learner could outperformour
Bayesianlearner in getting correct modelsas fast as possible. This conjecture has been strengthen after comparisons with other learning methods,like reinforcementlearning (Singh, Norvig, &Cohn1997) (this comparisonis
ported in a forthcomingreport), but we also intend to establish a formalproofof this optimality.
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